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Good Thoughts With
Marcharh Initiatives

Ariel Toh takes on “Sustainability Science and the SDG(s) conscious planning for increasing
education development, is a competitive market. There is a reality today, that
observers in the SDG there are different sets of conditions and environments (education,
and Marcharh event entrepreneurial, research, or different business models). Adding to both
domestic and global challenges with sustainability awareness. We are dealing
with competitors from change agents, investors, and choices of market itself”.
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Priorities and The Humanities Perception
Commentaries Several test suites and prioritization approaches that propose SDG(s) priorities.
on collaborative For any scientific outcomes, though quality matters – Marcharh avoids bias, or
maximization and absolute minima manipulation. Humanities is not a
SDGs actions & mathematical equation, but approached by Marcharh in a very balanced manner.
extra results? Eg. Webinar surprising results and remaining ethicalness with a peaceful
workspace in the collaborative science initiatives, aligning naturally with
SDG(s).

Diversity and Accountability
Change agents of (SDGs) and partnerships are welcomed from any
stakeholders, and to drive the mission as well as values to acceptable actions.
Such actions are performed with accountability. Results have a conformance
limit and with scientific verification.
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How decisions
are graded in
Marcharh’s
research?
What about
optimal
opportunities?

Few works are done on prioritizing test suites that satisfies a modified condition
that satisfy a modified condition for decision coverage in sustainability impact
criteria. From the computational engineering context, we shall derive in a
complex picture. The word optimum becomes a contemporary mandatory to
seek a quality criteria or desired trait of behavioural norm (such as change
agents). To have a good set of scenarios that aligns and mutable to the SDG(s)
performance. Marcharh begin as a think thank, and there is still definitions in
the sustainable development and sustainability science thinking. So we are
challenged for a more coherent values for human performance. To which this
becomes a near optimum or optimal opportunity. Acknowledging we are part
of a sensible initiative coexisting to the climate adaptation.
“The optimality is arriving to the point today: that is, we have
acknowledged that climate crisis or climate change is in our hearts, soul,
and mind. Every agent needs every support and access to chances.
This applies to very vulnerable agents, and the less prosperous”.
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How decisions
are graded in
Marcharh’s

We are deserving to forge mutual respect in the directions with other
collaborative networks or action takers. We are deserving to also have a healthy
or fertile relationships with relationship is not as directional as it seems.
Any sustainability initiatives or activities whether in research, science,
education,
and
teaching.
Not
every
part
is
optimum.

research?
Irrespective of who takes part: when everyone comes together with irrespective
What about of the origin, everyone to a certain extent should be more interested in the
optimal mission of SDG(s). To be interested in the priorities that has been set, and
opportunities?

focusing on the peaceful workspace which Marcharh can provide.
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IMAGE:

Wellbeing
Teddy
“people can not care”

Social-Experiment

(MICS,

2018)

Ariel Toh finishes with the update that Marcharh Non-profit ORG. and the
Sustainability Science Initiative (SSI) has been following to the progress to
targets related to UNESCO’s mandate of 2030 Education Framework For
Action. This means having a methodological work and standard-setting with
actual key statistical stakeholders, not just depending on new researchers or the
term “transferability of solutions”. Hence, why Marcharh Non-profit ORG. or
the prior association had faced several challenges when already detected the
SDG 4: Quality Education and its indicators relevance to science (more so at
Portugal), and other priorities now competed in the SDG-related market. The
first meeting that Marcharh accounted was May 2016 at DC, America; where
the SDG 4 global indicator proposal and priorities has been discussed. The
recent year 2019 Armenia TCG showed some countries listed for SDG 4. Until
(1st October 2019), Marcharh Initiative have taken note and studied the
following relevance countries: Malaysia, British Virgin Islands, Thailand, UK
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Portugal. The
MICS-PT is aware that both scholarships and educator qualification data is still
lacking, one challenge which is also beyond the political-intervention challenge,
and up to both national foundation of science and the mediating unions or higher
education institutions act (which often competes for such data). MICS UK also
acknowledges that both scholarships performance and qualifications sections
data
is
soon
to
be
updated
for
both
UK
and
US.
Marcharh SSI, can act as an inter-agency group on this education inequality
indicators, an additional technical cooperation group (often for so long, has been
goodwill driven), and highly beneficial as part of an accessible alliance member
to an existing network or even an existing alliance in the SDG 4 domains, and
sustainability science domain. There is no single reason, privatized decision, or
actual setting of concern – for Marcharh and its prior confidant at least: that a
party or unknown institution careless comment, as well as agents of (lacking
transformation to full sustainability, and fully committed to SDG4) is deem to
dominate in a decision making process. Upselling or low-selling techniques
through meetings, or private alliance conferences can make prevention for such
“investment streams” and lead to the issue of “specific liability”. The
investment in sustainability science (as a whole) is a sharing path. Each
goodwill act, and each SDG agent is not entirely left drowning in writing or
drowned in efforts. A fair participation in science and sustainability. One simple
example is that if there is a domineering agent or expert entity to make a
prevention, or restriction to partnerships; such agents is out of the circular model
to the visions of peace, sustainability science, and the SDG 4 development.
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Since year 2016, there is no exact official setting or education cluster report center at EU (even before the times
of Brexit), as a co-decision and network place (between EU or UK) close to the values in sustainability, science,
technology, or the peace development, and “often, unintendedly with an uncommon philanthrophy way of working”.
Marcharh remains one of the first EU-UK cluster project and confirmed to be a goodwill hub, participating in the
first Peace Forum 2018 celebrating two-years of sustainability-related activities; often intersecting at: energy,
environment, and society. Different from the higher educations and sustainability programs, up to more expensive
alliances or highly established-networks of SDG(s), Marcharh Initiative is part of the fair market for SDG entree,
and equally welcoming to any change agents and goodwill parties of the same directions. Our research unit and
scientific departments also focus on non-colliding themes, and implements a true sharing economy framework.
Marcharh (LTD) / more commonly known as MICS was amongst the first think thank and critical transformation
change agent batch inspiring sustainability science, celebrating SDG(s) and advancing these 17-targets in a
holistic manner for different sectors. Marcharh works in a committed service learning way (to the best when
resources and as agents can), supporting simultaneously other activities, projects, and “accords”, and signing to
annual SDGs-related events. Marcharh have its own reporting metrics and individual scientific leaders, playing an
important diversity role at very updated discussions in science, sustainability, technology, and also education
management. Our role and impression can be very small, humble, yet our impact is crucial and have proven to be
one example to other new building programs, education investments, and even research units or business
agencies. Often, (theirs) – having a seperate interest intersection of funding streams, and allocation to increase
publication, and several events in sustainability science as well as education.
Data References:
[L1] http://tcg.uis.unesco.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2019/03/MY.pdf
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